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40% of the world’s 
energy is 
consumed by 
buildings

AED 670Bln in heating and 
cooling costs per year 
(AED 40/sqm year avg)

US Green Building Council



And yet, how 
often have you 
experienced 
discomfort?



Taking a test in a room with high CO2 results in 
50% increase in mistakes

HEALTH, WELLBEING & PRODUCTIVITY: 
The impact of green buildings on people and profit, 2016



Indoor comfort affects 
customer behaviour
In a mall, when dwell time 
doubles sales increase by 130%

Time is Money. Shoppers buy more when they stay longer. Pathintelligence



Enerbrain improves sustainability 
and comfort while delivering 
financial performance



Energy efficiency attractiveness

US Green Building Council



Harnessing the power of AI and IoT

-100 T CO2 > 90 % > 20 %

Sustainability Comfort Efficiency

(6.000 sqm retailer) (± 2℃ setpoint)
Carbon Emissions Time in comfort Energy saved

Less CO2 emission in the 
outdoor environment

Good air quality 
within the buildings

Reduced 
operating costs 



MONITORING

OPTIMIZATION

CONSULTING 
&

ANALYTICS

Enerbrain offerings



The “easy to play” solution for energy

Tailor made 
monitoring

Dynamic
automation

Artificial
intelligence

Intuitive 
dashboard



à Monitoring, control and 
analytics for your building 
portfolio in real time

à Supported by dedicated 
staff based locally and at 
Enerbrain Italy

à Intuitive web dashboard 
accessible from any 
device

Data visualisation (T, rH, CO2, VOC, pressure in real time)
Weekly, monthly or daily data

Intuitive 
dashboard
An analysis tool for 
strategic management



Enerbrain 
competitive 
advantages

Enerbrain is fail-proof and integrates with any 
existing brand or industrial system, improving 
performance and extending its lifetime.

Universal

Turnkey

Industry Standards

Enerbrain is the only and end-to-end solution in the 
industry - design, manufacturing, consulting, installation, 
training, comfort and savings guaranteed SLA

Enerbrain products are all designed and manufactured  
in Italy and comply with CE, RED and GCC standards.



Technology 
validated and 
qualified by 
top players



> 20% reduction 
of energy costs

> 90% time in 
comfort 

Fast and safe
installation

Results



-340 ton 
Sustainability

CO2 emissions in the environment 
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Hypermarket looking for full shopping experience

29%
Efficiency

Energy saving

90%
Comfort

Time in comfort

87,080 €

Monthly consumption and total money saved

à



-421 ton 
Sustainability

CO2 emissions in the environment 
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Hospital needing comfort improvement

35%
Efficiency

Energy saving

99%
Comfort

Time in comfort

87,080 €

Savingà

-35%

+34%

Comfortà



-40 ton 
Sustainability

CO2 emissions in the environment 
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Airport seeking comfort despite different peak times

30%
Efficiency

Energy saving

100%
Comfort

Time in comfort

ON/OFF test: Enerbrain performanceà



-0,42 ton 
Sustainability

CO2 emissions in the environment 
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Commercial center looking for smartness

37%
Efficiency

Energy saving

95%
Comfort

Time in comfort

792,975

613,771
755,278
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How we work 
together

➔Purchase the hardware
➔Software subscription license 
➔Payback in less than 2 years on 

average - very positive financial KPI’s (NPV & IRR)

Buy Contract

➔Rent the hardware 
➔Software subscription license 

Lease Contract



Your innovation partner for a 
sustainable future

enerbrain.com

â


